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From: MALLAY Jim <Jim.MalIay framatome-anp.com>
To: "'Brian Benney"' <BJB@nrc.gov>
Date: 4/15/03 8:02PM
Subject: RE: BAW-2374 meetings and discussions

Brian, I have cleared the concept of the NRC billing to this set of
discussions. I will try to get a more formal message to you later this week.
I'm on the road and tied up all day. But be assured, this arrangement is
satisfactory to the B&WOG.
Thanks, Jim

-----Original Message-----
From: Brian Benney [mailto:BJB@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2003 2:51 PM
To: Jim.Mallay~framatome-anp.com
Cc: Brian Benney
Subject: BAW-2374 meetings and discussions

Jim,

On March 13, 2003, B&WOG withdrew BAW-2374. On your visit of April 3,
2003, you requested that the staff meet and clarify their expectations for
the resubmittal (BAW 2374, Revision 1), and that you would like to begin
meeting with the staff as early as the first week in May. I have opened a
fee-billable TAC to cover the discussions and meetings leading up to the
resubmittal of BAW-2374 (TAC no. MB8187). I feel any time spent by the
staff on these discussions should be billed to B&WOG in support of your
resubmittal. We had our first staff discussion on Thursday the 10th of
April in order to begin clearifying our expectations of your resubmittal -
BAW 2374 Revision 1.

My goal is to streamline the staff's discusions, and prepare for your
submittal. I understand that you are requesting the CFO's office for a
refund. This is separate, however, if there is a problem with the new
discussions and meetings being fee-billable, I need to know.

Please send a formal request via e-mail and mail to me, so that we can
continue these discussions and meetings, otherwise I will have to end these
meetings until BAW 2374, Revision 1 is submitted and docketted.

Thank you,
Brian
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From: Brian Benney
To: MALLAY Jim
Date: 4/15/03 2:51 PM
Subject: BAW-2374 meetings and discussions

Jim,

On March 13, 2003, B&WOG withdrew BAW-2374. On your visit of April 3, 2003, you requested that the
staff meet and clarify their expectations for the resubmittal (BAW 2374, Revision 1), and that you would
like to begin meeting with the staff as early as the first week in May. I have opened a fee-billable TAC to
cover the discussions and meetings leading up to the resubmittal of BAW-2374 (TAC no. MB8187). I feel
any time spent by the staff on these discussions should be billed to B&WOG in support of your
resubmittal. We had our first staff discussion on Thursday the 10th of April in order to begin clearifying
our expectations of your resubmittal - BAW 2374 Revision 1.

My goal is to streamline the staff's discusions, and prepare for your submittal. I understand that you are
requesting the CFO's office for a refund. This is separate, however, if there is a problem with the new
discussions and meetings being fee-billable, I need to know.

Please send a formal request via e-mail and mail to me, so that we can continue these discussions and
meetings, otherwise I will have to end these meetings until BAW 2374, Revision 1 is submitted and
docketted.

Thank you,
Brian

CC: Brian Benney


